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Letf(x) be a real-valued continuous function on [-1, 1], and let

EnU) - inf III - p II,
PE.7f11.

n = 0, 1,2,... ,

where the norm is the uniform norm on [-1, 1] and 7T n denotes the set of all
polynomials with real coefficients of degree at most n. Bernstein [1, p. 118J
has shown that

(I)

if and only ifIi x) is the restriction to [-1, 1Jofan entire function.
Letf(z) be an entire function, and let

M(r) = max [f(z)l;
Izl~r

then the order p, lower order A, type T and lower type W off(z) are defined by

lim sup log log M(r) = p
r->CD inf log r ,\

r sup log M(r) T

r~~ inf r P w

(O~'\ ~p ~ 00),

O<p<oo '
(0 ~ w ~ T ,,:;; 00)

{""I:\
,/~)

S. N. Bernstein [1, p. 114] proved that there exist (finite) constants p > 0,
o ,,:;; T < 00 such that

lim sup n1jp£ljnu)
n-;n::G n

(3)

is finite if and only iff(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of
order p and type T.
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Recently, Varga [7, Th. 1] has proved that

. n log n
P = ll:.~ sup 10g[E,,(f)]-1 (4)

satisfies 0 ~ P < ctJ if and only if f(x) is the restriction to [-1,1] of an
entire function of order p.

The results of Bernstein and Varga give us the clue that the rate at which
E1jn(f) tends to zero depends on the order and type of an entire function.

To deal with functions of infinite order, we introduce the following
classificationi • We shall assume for such a function, that there exists a
positive integer k ~ 2, for which

I
· sup IHIM(I') _ p(k)
1m . f I - \ k)r->oo In og I' 1\(

are finite and positive. Here we have used the familiar notation

(5)

lkx = log log··· log x
k times

(k = 1,2,3,...).

(6)

Note that lkx > 0 for all sufficiently large x. An entire function fez) with
p(k - 1) = ctJ and p(k) < 00 is called an entire function of index k. Note
that p(k) and A(k) generalize p and A of (2), which correspond to k = 1. If
p(k) is positive and finite, we can associate with it the functionals
T(k,j) = T(k) and w(k,j) = w(k), defined by

r sup IkM(r) _ T(k)
r~ inf~ - w(k)"

Another classification has been introduced for the class of (transcendental)
entire functions of order 0, by means of the logarithmic order PI and the
corresponding lower order Al . They are defined thus:

lim sup log log M(r) = PI
r->oo inf log log I' Al

(7)

(1 ~ Al ~ PI ~ 00).

If PI is greater than one and finite, we can define the logarithmic type TI off
and the corresponding lower type WI , by

lim sup log M(r) = TI

r->x> inf (log 1')01 WI

1 A slightly different classification has been studied in [8].

(8)
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The following result is also due to S. N. Bernstein [2, p. 77, Theorem 59]:
Let f(x) and g(x) be real-valued functions with continuous en + 1)-th

derivative on the interval [-I, 1] and let

I jn+l(x)I ~ gn+l(x) throughout [-1, 1].

Then

(9)

Bernstein [1, p. 116] also proved that, if f(2') = 2.::=0 ak2''' is an entire
function satisfying

lim n1/ 2 i an 11/" = 0, (0)
n->oo

then there exists a subsequence (111' n2 , ••• ) of (0, 1,2,...) such that
I a,,+l I .;.. 0 and
; 1'"

One of the purposes of this paper is to investigate under what conditions
on E,,(f) ,f is the restriction to [-I, I] of an entire function of order < I or
order I and type O. We study also how E,,(f)/En+l(f) is related to p, p!, P(k),
T, T! , and T(k). Further, we prove the last result of Bernstein for a wider class
of functions, namely, for entire functions of perfectly regular growth [6, p.44].
For entire functions of order 0 or 00, we study the growth ofE,,(f) and Ia" I .
Furthermore, we study the following problem, related to the well-known
results of Bernstein and Shohat [5, p. 379J. Given two entire functions
fez) = 2.:;=0 aKzK, g(z) 2::=0 b"zk, with respective orders and types Pt, At ,
Tt, Wf, and pg, Ag , T g , W g , what is the relation between E,,(f)/En(g) and
these orders and types? The bounds we obtain here are much sharper than
those of Bernstein and Shohat.

Entire functions of regular growth

DEFINITION, An entire function.f is of regular growth [6, p. 41] if

I
, log log M(r)
1m = p

r->OO log r .

exists. A necessary and sufficient condition that an entire function f be of
regular growth is that the coefficients an satisfy, for every € > 0, the inequality

I a" 11 /" < n-1/(P+<), for ail large n,
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and that there exist a strictly increasing sequence {n'P}~ of positive integers
such that

(12)

andI, log np+l 1
1m =
p~ro log I1 p

r lip log I1 p

}.?! log I l/a
np

I = p.

Entire functions ofperfectly regular growth

It is known that an entire function is of perfectly regular growth (P, T),
o< P < co,O < T < co, if and only if, given € > 0, there exists an no(€)
such that

n- I an IpIn < T + €,
pe

and there exists a strictly increasing sequence {np}~ of positive integers such
that

lim I1 p
+l = 1

p-'tOO 111>
and

(13)

We shall need several lemmas,

LEMMA 1. Let fez) = 2:;=0 akzk be an entire function of index k, order
p(k) and lower order A(k) (0 ~ A(k) ~ p(k) < co). Then

Iim inf .,.---:--,1";.;..,,n,.-----:- :(; 1im inf I 11 • 1/,,11 I :(;,\(k )
n~ro log I an/an+! I n~oo og I 1 an

~p(k) r n'I"I1:o:::: r lkn
1I~ sup log II/a" I "" nIEllog Ian/an+l I .

Proof The result is known for the case k 1 [4, p. 1046]. The middle
inequality is known for k ?- 1 [3, Lemmas I and 2A]. The extreme inequalities,
when k ?- 2, follow as for the case k = 1, and hence we omit the proof.

LEMMA 2. Let fez) = L;=o a"z" be an entire function of index k, with
lower order A(k), such that Ian 1/1 an+! I is nondecreasing for n ?- no. Then

'(k) I' 'f n' 1,,11 \" f 1k
n

1\ = 1m 111 I I 1/ I = 1m 111 1 I / I 'n->oo og an n~oo og an an +1

p(k) = lim sup log 11 •
11->00 log I an/an+l I
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Proof This lemma is known for when k = I [4, p. 1047]. The proof,
when k ~ 2, proceeds as in the case k = 1, using [3, Lemmas 1, 2Bj.

LEMMA 3. Let j(z) = L~~o akzk be an entire function of logarithmic order
PI and logarithmic lower order At . Then

I, . f log n1m III
n-HX' log log I a.,,/an +1 I I, 'f _--:-::--:--1O~g~l-,l-,-,_,,::( 1m III --,

n-H) log{l/n log II/an I}
_ . ~gn

::( At -1 ::SPI -1 = hmsup 1 '1/ 1 11/ '.'
n->ro og{ 11 og, .an !f

, log n
::( hm sup 1 I I '

n~ro log og I ani an+! I

Proof See [3, Lemmas 5, 6A].

LEMMA 4. Let j(z) = I::=o akzk be entire function oj order Pt and lower
order .VI ::( 1\ ::( Pt < co) such that Ian/an+l i is nondecreasing for n ~ no,
Then

) 1" f log n I' 'f log 11
I\t - 1 ~ 1m III 1 {I/ 1 I 1/ .~ = 1m III 1 1 I / I '

n~'" og n og an I, n~ro og og an. a'H-l '

I
, log n

Pt - 1 = 1m sup ,
. n~OO log log I an/an+l I

Proof See [3, Lemmas 5, 6B].

THEOREMS

THEOREM 1. Let j(x) be a real-valued continuous junction defined on
[ -1, 1]. Then

lim n£1/"(/) = 0
ll---;';:f.) n

(14)

if and only if j(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of either
order < 1, or oforder I and type O.

Proof Ifj(x) is the restriction to [-1, I] of an entire function of order p
and type T, then it is known [3, Theorems 1, 3; 7, Theorem] that

and hence

, n log n
~~lll sup log[l/E

n
(/)] = p, I, .!!:... Evln - -F) - .2...1m sup n (J - 2

n---)Y.) pe P

for n.;? n(E),
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Therefore,

Hence, if p < 1

REDDY

1 __1_

nE~rn(f) <; n p+< , for n?: neE).

lim n£lf""(f) = 0.
n-?oo n

If p = 1 and T = 0, we have limn...", nE;/n = 0, by the second equality of this
proof. On the other hand, if limn...", nE~fn(f) = 0, then limn_,oo E;/n = 0,
which indicates, because of Bernstein's theorem, thatf(x) is the restriction to
[-1, 1] of an entire function. We have to show that the order of this entire
function is either less than one or one, with type o. One can verify that

. nlog n
~~~ sup 10g{IIEn(f)} <; 1.

Hence, either p < 1, or p = 1 and the type is zero.

THEOREM 2. Let f(x) be a real-valued continuous function defined on
[-1,1]. Iff(x) is the restriction to [-1,1] of an entirefunction of index k,
order p(k) and lower order lI(k), then

Proof Assume thatf(x) has an extensionf(z) which is an entire function
of index k with lower order lI(k). Then it is known [3, (11), (17)] that

(a
2-1) (a2+1)

M 2a <; B(a) <; M 2a '

B(a) <; C'aH(a) <; Ca(a + 7]) B(a + 7]),

(15)

(16)

where C', C", 7] are constants and B(u) is the maximum of If(z) [ on Ea

(u > 1), the closed interior of the ellipse with foci ±1, major semiaxis
(0 2 + l/2a) and minor semiaxis (a2 - l/2a). It is also known [3, (18)] that

p(k, j) _ 1· sup Ik+jM(a) 1· sup lk+jB(u)- 1m = 1m
lI(k,j) - a-->oo inf IH1u a-->oo inf IHla

(17)
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for any k ? l,j ? 1. Now, applying Lemma 1 to R(a) of [3, (16)], we have
the required result.

THEOREM 3. Let I(x) be a real-valued continuous function on [-l,
Then ifI (x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entire function of index k, order
p(k) and lower order A(k) such that En(f)/En+1(f) is nondecreasingfor 11 ? 110,2

then

A(k) l' 'f n . 1/,;11 = lim j'nf lkl'l
. = nj~ III log[l/En(f)] n~CfJ log[En(f)/Endf)]

p(k) = l~~ sup log[En(});En+l(f)] (18)

Proof We apply Lemma 2 to H(a).

THEOREM 4. Let I(x) be a real-valued continuous Jimction defined on
[-1, 1] which is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entire functionl(z) oflogarith
mic order PI and logarithmic lower order At . Then

r . f log n ~ r . f log n
nl~ III -=-lo-g""'-lo-g--=-[E=n-;(f"=:)-;-/E=n-+--ol(f""'-)C-:-] "" n~ III log{l/n log[l/En(f)]}

~ 1\1 - 1 ~ PI - 1
. log n

~ lIm sup [/ '
n-'>~ log log En(f) En+l(f)]

Proof We have from (17)

lim sup 12H(a) = PI
u-'>'" inf 12a 1\1'

One deduces the required result from (19) by applying Lemma 3 to H(a).

(19)

THEOREM 5. Let I(x) be real-valued continuous function on [-1, I] }i'hich
is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entirefunctionl(z) oflogarithmic order Pi and
logarithmic IOlver order AI, such that En(f)/En+1(f) is nondecreasing for
n ? no . Then

1\ - 1 = lim inf log n
I n-'~ log{l/n log[l/En(f)]}

1· . f log 11
= 1m In [ , I] ,

n-'>~ log log En(f)/En+l( )
. log 11

PI - 1 = lIm sup . . .
n-'>OO log log[En(f)/En-H(f)]

2 The functions I(x) = eX, g(x) = cos x satisfy this property (cf. the example following
Theorem 12).
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Proof It is known from (17) that

Applying Lemma 4 to H(a), we have the result.

THEOREM 6. Let fez) = L;~o akzk be an entire function ofpositive order
and regular growth with real al.!s. Then there are integers 1 :::;; n1 < n2 < ...
such that

I
, log Enp 1
1m =

p-,oo log I a
np

[ •
(20)

Proof Since fez) is of regular growth, we have from [3], Theorem 1,
and the existence of integers 1 :::;; n1 < n2 < ... satisfying

lim log np+1) = 1
j)-><X> log np ,

the equalities

By (21),

(21)

np log np :s:::: 1 . _l_:s:::: n p log lip

P + e "" og r.: "" p _ enp

np log np :s:::: 1 _1_:s:::: np log np

p + e "" og I anp I "" p - e

From (22), for a suitable e',

for p;? po(e)

for p;? PI(e).

(22)

for p;? max(po , PI).

Hence,

1
· log Enp I
1m =

p->oo log I anp I .
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THEOREM 7. Let fez) = L;~o a/,;zk be an entire fimction of perfectly
regular growth with real a/,;'s. Then, for some sequence of integers {n)~~l '
1 111 < 112 "', we have

. (Enp )Irn
p 1lIm --- =-.,

p--700 I an I 2p.

(23)

Proof It is known [3, Theorem 3J that if fez) is of perfectly regular
growth, then

lim ..!!- I an loin = lim 2° -!!. E~/n = 1".
n->OO pe ,,->00 pe

It is also known [6, p. 44] that there exists a sequence {np};" of positive
integers, np -;. 00, such that

lim 11 p+1 = 1
v----;.ct) np

and

(24)

From (24) one has

and

and hence

THEOREM 8. If fez) = L;~o akZ/'; (alc real) is an entire function of
index k, order p(k) and corresponding lower order A(k) such that 1an/anH !
and EnCf)/E,,+l(f) are l10ndecreasing for n no and 11 ~ nl , respecth'ely,
then

'\~k) ~ l' . flog En(f) -/' 1 ~ l' log En(f) _ p(k)
-.- ~ 1m lU ~ ~ 1m sup :s: -- .
p(k) n->oo log I an I n-ox log I an I A(k)

Remark. There exists an entire function fez) = Lk=O GkZk for which
i a"fan+l I is nondecreasing and p > ,\ ([4J, p. 1047).
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Proof of Theorem 8. It is known from [3, Lemmas 1,2, Theorems 1,2]
and the fact that En(f)/En+1(f) and I an/an+1 I are nondecreasing for n ~ no'
that

lim sup __n~ = p(k)
1/->"" inf log II/an I "A(k)'

r sup nhp _ p(k)
nlJJ, inf log[l/En(f)] - "A(k)"

By using (25) and

(25)

logO/En(f)] nlkn
logO/an) . nlkn '

(26)

we have

1· nhn 1· log[l/En(f)]1m 1m ----'=~~:

;;:;;;; log I 1/an I ;;:;;;; 11T.;n

---I· log En(f) --- -1· log[ljEn(f)] 1· 11/,"1
"" un "" 1m 1m ----;::;; log [ an In...."" n/kl1 ;;:;;;; log l/an

___ -1· log En(f) --- -1· log[l/En(f)] -1· I1lkn
",,1m 1 ",,1m / Im l 1/ '

n->"" og I an I n ....oo 11 kll n->oo og 1 an I

and the result follows.

THEOREM 9. Let fez) = L;=o a",.zk (ak real) be an entire function of index
k, order p(k) and types T(k), w(k) (0::;;; w(k) < 00). Assume that En(f)/En+1(/)
and Ian 1/1 an+1 I are non-decreasing,for n ~ n1· Thenfor k ~ 1,

(
w(k) )l/P(J,;) • 2E~/n(f) _._ 2E.~/n(f) ( T(k) )l/P(J,;J
-(k) ::;;; lun -1--11/n ::;;; 1 ::;;; lIm I II/n::;;; -(k) .

T n-H~ an n--HQ an W
(27)

Remark. The entire function fez) = L:=l (log l1/n)p/n zn (p > 0) has
order p and type 00. For this function f we can use Theorem 8 to relate
En(f) and I an I .

Proof of Theorem 9. From [3, Lemma 3 and Theorem 3] and the mono
tonicity of En(f)/£'n+1(f) and I an 1/1 an+! I we have, if k = 1,

(28)

For any k ~ 2 (cf. [3]),
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By (28), we have

. (2E3;.ln(f») _. ((.!!-)l/P 2E~ln.(f). IE-,l/p\
hm I 11 'n - hm "lin I I)
n->"" an I, n->oo pe I an i' \ n J

r 2 (-!!-)I/P Elln( +) r 1
n~ pe n j n~ (n/C(pe)l!p !an 11!n

, w(l) )l!P
~ w(1), = 1.

Similarly, we can show that

. 2E"!;/n(f) ( w(l) )I!O
hm I II!n > ("1"") ,n-+'" . an T\ I

_._ 2E-;.ln(f) J TO) )l!P
hm---::::::: --
n-'''' I an IIln -...::: twO). .

Hence the result if k = 1. Similarly, we can prove it if k > 2.

Remark. We have from (27), for k = 1,

I' 2E:/"(f) ( T(1.) '),I!P1m sup ~ --
n-.oo I an 11 /1'1 w(J)'

Iff is such that T(l) < 2w( I), then

lim (Eif)/I an I) = O.
ll"":'OO

107

In other words, for functionsfwhose type is less than twice their lower type,
limn..,,,, (E,,(f)/I an D= O.

THEOREM 10. Let fez) = 2::;:0 akzk be an entire function of logarithmic
order PI' with corresponding types Tl' WI' Then, ifl an/an+! j and En(f)/E".;.if)
are llondecreasing for n > no , we have

1
• log E,,(f) 1 -I' log En(J) ::::::: (2)1/(P'-I)
Im l I I"'" "",1m 1 'I"" .

1'1-.00 og an n~'" og I an . WI
(30)

Proof It is known, under our assumptions [3, Theorem 7] that

r sup (n/PlY'
r1~ iof [(-log En(J»/(PI - l)]pr·I

sup ('n;'pc)"'= lim.
,,~ro mf [(-log I an !)/(Pl - 1)jPr-1 .

(31)

With some manipulation of (31), one obtains the required result (30).
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THEOREM 11. Let f(z) = L;~o akzk and g(z) = "L,;=o bkzk be two entire
functions of the same positive order and of regular growth. There exists a
sequence ofpositive integers {np}~, n p ---+ 00, such that

lim log En//) = 1
p->>o log En/g) .

(32)

Proof From [3, Theorems I, 2a, 2b], [6, p.44], and the existence of a
sequence of positive integers {n p } such that n p ---+ 00 and

I" log 11 p +1 I1m =
p->>o log n p ,

we infer

lim n p log n p = = lim ~Iog n2-_
p->>o log[I/Enp(j)] P p->oo log[I/En,,(g)] .

Now we have the required result (32), as in the case of Theorem 6.

THEOREM 12. Let f(z) = L~=o akz", and g(z) = L~~o bkzk be two entire
functions of perfectly regular growth (p, T). Then there exists a sequence of
positive integers {np}~ (n p ---+ 00) such that

" (En/f) )ll-np _
lim E ( ) - 1.
IJ->OC> n

p
g .

(33)

Proof This theorem follows, as Theorem 7, by using [3, Theorem 3];
hence we omit a detailed proof.

Example. Letf(x) = ezrr /4 , g(z) = cos 1Tz/4. Thenfand q are entire func
tions of perfectly regular growth (1, 1T/4). It is known [2, p. 80] that

and

--=-o------c1Tc--=-2m_+_2----o~ <. E (' 1TZ ) <. ~___,,...,1T=-2t_n+_2---,,.,....,...
26m+5(2m + 2)! "" 2m+1 cos -4- "" 26m+5(2m + 2)! .

From these inequalities one infers, taking n p - 2p + 1, that
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THEOREM 13. Let fez) = L:~Q GkZk, g(z) L:~o bkzk be two entire

functions of index k, orders plk), pg{k) and lower orders Ajk), ,\,(kl.
If E,,(f)/E;;+1(f) and E,,(g)fEn+l(g) are nondecreasing for n ~ no, then

Proof. We have from [3, Theorems 1,2], under the additional assumptions
that En(f)/En+if) and E,,(g)fEn+t(g) are nondecreasing for n ~ 110 , that

OS)

The required result follows from (35), as in the proof of Theorem 8.

EXAMPLE. Let fez) = ek(z), g(z) = e,;-(zlt); 11 is any positive integer
(e.g., e2(z) = ee\ Then

, .
11

THEOREM 14. Let fez) = L:~o akzk, g(z) 2:::=0 bkzk be two entire fimc-
tions with index k, orders plk) and pg(k), and the associated numbers TAk),
wlk) and Ty{k), wg(k). If E,,(f)fEn+l(f) and E,,(g)fEn+l(g) are nondecreasing
for n ~ no , then

wlk) pg(k)
Tq(k) pt(k)

(36)

Proof By [3, Theorems 3, 4], we have, for k = 1:

'If Tik) = l' sup --!!- E (f)P,'"
(k) 1m . f n, ,

Wt "--= Wt n-+oc In pte

T g _ l' sup~ E ( )og'n- 1m. f lig·
W g n-+·xo In pge

For k ~ 2,

One derives the required result from (37) and (38).

(371

(38)
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Remark. Let fez) = ez, g(z) = e2Z
• For these two functions, Pf = 1,

pg = 1, Tf = Wf = 1, Tg = Wg = 2. We have, from (36), for these functions,

Hence

lim (En(f)/En(g» = O.
n"'OO

This result is sharper than the one obtained by Bernstein [2, Theorem 59].

THEOREM 15. Let fez) = L:=o akzk, g(z) = L:=o bkzk to two entire fWlc
tions with index k and orders p,(k), A,(k), pg(k) , Alk). Assume that
En(f)/£,,+1(f) and E,Jg)/£n+1(g) are nondecreasing for n ?: no . If p,(k) = 0
and Az(f) > 1, then

and
pik) r log En(f)

'I(f) - 1 ~ 1m sUP-lE (-) .1\ '1-'>'>0 og n g

If plk) = 0 and A,(k) > 0, then

and

lim sup log En(f) ~ plg) - 1
n->oo log En(g) "" ;",ik) .

Proof. By [3, Theorems 1,2,5,6]

(39)

pik) = lim sup n1kn pik) _ lim sup n1k11
Af(k) n"'oo inf log[l!En(!)] , Aik) - n->oo inf log[l!En(g)]

pz(f) = lim sup log n (40)
AI(f) n->co inf log{l!n log(l!En(f»}'

PI(g) _ r sup log n
.\ig) - nl~ inf log{l/n log(l!En(g»}'

(39) follows from (40) by some manipulations which we omit. The rest
follows similarly.
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THEOREM 16. Let f(x) = 2::=0 a"zk (al< real) be an entire function wlth
index k ?o 1, order p(k) and lower order A(k). If E n{f)IEn+1(f) and Ianlan-cl !
are nondeereasing for n ?o no , then we have

and

(41)

A(k) I' . flog E';/,'(f)
-- "'" 1m 10 -,---=;--"--c--'-:-
p(k) n-'>x log Ia"+lla" I

Proof By Lemmas 1,2 and Theorems 3,4,

p(k) rm sup nInn = lim sup hn (42)
A(k) nl~" inf log[l/E,,(f)] n-'>OO inf log[En(f)/En+1(f»)

and

p(k) _ r sup nlnn _ r sup 1.,-llI.,----,.-

A(k) - nl~ inf log t llan I - I!t.,~ inf log I an/a"+1 i .

(41) follows, using some manipulations, from (42).
The proof of the remaining assertions is similar and omitted.
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